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Executive Summary 
 
Office of Auditor General (OAG) conducted a performance audit of Succession Planning and 
Leadership Development in accordance with the Fiscal Year (FY) 2023 audit plan approved 
by the Fairfax County School Board. 
 
The objectives of the audit were to:  
 

1. Determine whether Fairfax County Public Schools (FCPS) has developed and 
executed a succession plan and leadership development strategy (including 
considerations of onboarding1, on-going development and knowledge management) 
for coordinators and above, and school-based administrators. 

2. Determine whether FCPS has analyzed coordinators and above, and school-based 
administrators' profile and statistics, such as leadership skill gaps. 

3. Research leading national practices2 and benchmark best practices for succession 
planning and leadership development and compare concepts with FCPS' current 
practice. 
 

Having no identifiable division-wide succession plan for critical roles poses the following 
risks to FCPS: 
 

• Loss of mission critical knowledge that may never be recovered. 
• Naming an unqualified successor who lacks personal drive, commitment, knowledge, 

training or skills needed to perform the job successfully. 
• Loss of time spent getting a new successor up to speed. 
• Potential disruptions to workplace processes, workflows, and protocols. 

 
While there is no explicit mandate for FCPS to implement a succession planning and 
leadership development plan, planning in advance for a sudden departure helps to ensure a 
seamless replacement of critical positions without disruptions or delays to operations. 
Leading HR organizations such as Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), 
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and the US Office of Personnel 
Management (OPM) define succession planning as the process of identifying critical 
positions and its eligibility requirements, developing a talent pipeline and monitoring the plan 
(Objective 3).  
 
Finding 1- Existence of Division-wide Succession Planning and Leadership 
Development Plan 
 
FCPS lacks a formal, robust succession plan as well as other related policies and 
regulations that aligns with industry leading practices (Objective 1). In addition, FCPS has 
not provided the necessary guidance to school and department leaders to ensure the 
continuance of operations upon the eventual turnover of coordinators, school-based 
administrators and above or in key or critical positions. Given that FCPS lacks a succession 
planning framework or model, which would require creating a profile for each critical position 
and identifying the skills needed to fill it, OAG was not able to determine whether FCPS has 

 
1 OAG considered the FY22 OAG Hiring and Onboarding Audit report, management’s response to 
finding #6- Effective Onboarding Practices and Professional Development, related to leadership 
development. 
2 Sources for leading practices include Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), 
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and the US Office of Personnel Management 
(OPM). 
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implemented a formal process to analyze profile and statistics, such as leadership skill gaps 
for coordinators, school-based administrators and above (Objective 2). 
 
While a formal succession plan has not been implemented division-wide, OAG identified 
some succession planning practices that have been implemented division-wide for 
instructional and operational positions such as Principal Pool and the Leadership 
Development Programs: 
 

a. The current Principal Pipeline3 model supports the succession of principals however, 
the process may present challenges including limiting talent available for hiring, 
increase the possibility of losing current assistant principal talent when rejected, and 
posing challenges for external talent. 

b. The Leadership Development Program managed by the Office of Professional 
Learning and Equity (OPLE) provides a leadership development program division-
wide for operational and instructional employees; however, the operational 
leadership development program is not as robust as the one for instructional 
employees. 
 

In addition, OAG noted Leadership Team members are taking initiatives to independently 
develop and implement its own succession planning practices for operational and 
instructional personnel. Several members of leadership reported implementing steps to help 
with planning for vacancies in key positions such as providing mentorship, job shadowing, 
cross and formal trainings programs. However, with the absence of division-wide guidance, 
these activities are not formalized and inconsistent within departments.  
 
OAG recommends the following: 
 

1. FCPS Leadership, Human Resources (HR), and OPLE should utilize industry leading 
practices to develop, implement and monitor division-wide succession planning and 
leadership development framework and communicate it to leadership. The 
framework, at a minimum, should include developing and analyzing leadership 
profiles and statistics, such as leadership skill gaps and knowledge management. 

2. FCPS Leadership, HR, and OPLE should continue to evaluate all domains of the 
Principal Pipeline model going forward, including assessing the effectiveness of the 
current Principal Pool, as it is one of the risks highlighted in the FY21 Hiring and 
Onboarding audit. 

 
FCPS Leadership, HR, and OPLE concur with the finding and recommendations, see 
management response section on page 13 for additional details. 
 
We appreciate the consultation, cooperation, and courtesies extended to our staff by OPLE, 
HR, FCPS leadership, and staff.   

 
3 The Principal Pipeline Initiative developed by the Wallace Foundation which invested efforts in six 
districts across the United States to develop Principal Pipelines through engagement in activities 
related to the preparation, hiring, development, evaluation and support of school leaders. Principal 
Pool is an activity under hiring and development. 

https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
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Background, Scope and Objectives, and Methodology 
 
Background 
 
The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) defines succession planning as the 
process of identifying critical positions in the organization and creating a talent pipeline by 
preparing employees for expanded organizational responsibilities to fill vacancies as others 
retire or move on (Objective 3). Preparing individuals for expanded responsibilities also 
overlaps with what is typically considered as leadership development.  
 
In addition, the SHRM industry leading practices, outline a succession planning process with 
the following steps:  
 

1. Identify critical/key positions: The first step in succession planning is to choose 
positions most in need of successors. 

2. Develop eligibility requirements: Once you have identified positions in need of 
succession plan, the next step is to develop a profile of the position and the 
performance expectation; this will help analyze gaps between current state and 
future needs. 

3. Identify and develop a talent pipeline: Using the profile you have created; you can 
identify employees who could temporarily fill the vacancy and potentially apply as 
candidates for the position should the need arise; the profile serves as a goal and 
checklist on which you can focus your employees training and development 
programs. 

4. Monitor and evaluate the succession plan: By evaluating and monitoring the plan 
periodically, you can continually improve your succession planning strategy and 
effectiveness. 

 
See Appendix A: SHRM Succession Management Process for a summary of the above 
process.  
 
According to the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) leading practices, 
government should develop succession planning strategies that include continual 
assessment of the potential for turnover of employees in key positions and encouraging the 
personal development and leadership skills of the pool of employees who might fill the key 
positions when they become vacant. See Appendix B: GFOA Succession Planning 
Steps. 
 
Furthermore, the Office of Personnel Management of the US Government (OPM), mentions 
that succession management (planning) is critical to mission success and creates an 
effective process for recognizing, developing, and retaining top leadership talent. See 
Appendix C: OPM Strategic Leadership Succession Management Model. 
  
FCPS Division-wide Succession Planning Practices  

While there is no explicit policy or regulation that require FCPS to develop a division-wide 
succession plan, succession planning practices have been implemented by OPLE and HR. 
These practices include aspects of a talent pipeline for principals, such as the Principal Pool, 
and leadership development programs for both operational and instructional employees.    
 
Office of Professional Learning and Equity (OPLE) 
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OPLE cultivates continuous improvement through culturally responsive, equitable and 
innovative practices to ensure each student is inspired, engaged, and thriving. 
 
The office is organized into six areas of responsibility, two of which provide leadership 
support and services to FCPS employees and schools. 
 
Professional Growth and Career Development 
 
The professional growth and career development team builds adult learners' capacity to 
advance the achievement of all students and to close achievement gaps through dynamic 
and personalized professional learning for FCPS administrators, leaders, teachers, and 
support employees. This team includes leadership development, systemwide professional 
development and the instructional coaching program.  
 

1. Leadership Development: 

The Leadership Development team manages leadership professional development 
supporting school based and central office instructional and operational leaders throughout 
their FCPS careers. Offerings include individual classes, cohorts (half-year and year-long), 
county-wide events, and conferences. The Leadership Development Team collaborates with 
the five FCPS Regions and different central office departments to meet the needs of our 
leaders. Examples of some leadership development opportunities at FCPS are summarized 
below in Table 1 Examples of FCPS Leadership Development Opportunities. For a 
complete list see Appendix D: FCPS Leadership Development Program. 

 
Table 1 Examples of FCPS Leadership Development Opportunities 

Program Description  
Principal Pool The purpose of the Principal Pool professional development is 

to prepare participants with the knowledge, skills, and abilities 
to successfully assume the role of principal (Audience: 
Instructional) (See Appendix F: The Wallace Foundation 
Study Results). 

School-Based 
Administrator 
Induction Program I 
(SBAIP I) 

SBAIP I is a year-long induction program for new school-
based administrator, including Assistant Principals, Directors 
of Student Services, and Directors of Student Activities 
(Audience: Instructional). 

Principal Induction 
Program I (PIP) 

PIP is designed to meet the immediate informational and 
leadership needs of new principals as well as experienced 
principals who are new to the division (Audience: 
Instructional). 

Supporting the 
Mission 

Supporting the Mission cohort is designed to familiarize 
participants with the mission and goals of each department 
within FCPS and develop skills and knowledge around 
leadership competencies, including a focus on leading for 
equity (Audience: Instructional and Operational). 

Middle Managers’ 
RoundTable (MMRT) 

The collaborative MMRT is a program for middle managers 
sponsored by FCPS and Fairfax County Government. The 
program provides skill development in critical thinking, 
management, and leadership (Audience: Instructional and 
Operational). 
 

 

https://www.fcps.edu/node/36373
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2. Systemwide Professional Development and Instructional Coaching (for 
instructional staff): 

Systemwide Professional Development provides programming that offers multiple entry 
points and pathways for teachers to develop as teacher leaders. For many leaders, the first 
opportunity is through the Great Beginnings program. Professional development builds skill 
and capacity in mentors, lead mentors, and cohort coach facilitators. The Compass course 
program offers leadership development courses tailored for current leaders, teacher leaders 
and other emerging leaders who are looking to enhance and/or deepen their competence on 
a wide variety of topics relevant to their current position, or to be prepared for future 
positions. The National Board Certification Program serves to promote expert teaching and 
teacher leadership in the classroom through the professional development and financial 
support of those seeking and maintaining certification.  
 
Instructional Coaching Program prepares and supports teacher leaders who guide their 
colleagues in data analysis, best practices and collaboration to improve student learning. 
Teacher leadership cohorts are offered through the Academy Course program to develop 
teachers’ abilities to lead themselves and others in the division. 
 
Since 2019, OPLE has led the effort to collaborate with the Wallace Foundation regarding 
the Principal Pipeline, which includes the following domains: 
 

• Domain #1- Leader Standards proposes the adoption and establishment of leader 
standards that are applied across the continuum of pre-service, hiring, induction, 
evaluation, and support. 

• Domain #2- High Quality Pre-Service Principal Preparation proposes greater 
alignment with district and university partners on common standards and curriculum. 

• Domain #3- Selective Hiring and Placement proposes greater alignment and 
consistent use of standards as it relates to hiring, placement, evaluation and support. 

• Domain #4- Evaluation and Support proposes continued development, refinement 
and implementation of a Leadership Development Framework that encompasses 
professional development along the continuum of teacher leadership, principal and 
assistant principal leadership and the leadership team. 

• Domain #5- Principal Supervisors proposes the refinement of support to Region 
Assistant Superintendents and Executive Principals in the supervision of schools 
through their span of control. This group will also be enlisted to engage various 
stakeholders in the development of the Portrait of a Principal in alignment with the 
current Portrait of a Graduate and the Virginia Department of Education Profile of a 
Virginia Education Leader as directed by the Superintendent. 

• Domain #6- Leader Tracking System (LTS) proposes site visits to various locations 
with existing leader tracking systems to gain more knowledge and information and 
pursue the establishment of LTS.   

• Domain #7-Systems and Sustainability proposes Senior Leadership to continue to 
support this work and explore avenues of funding that will allow for leadership 
succession and sustainability that improves student achievement with equitable 
practice across the division. 

 
As indicated in the FY21 Hiring and Onboarding Practices Audit, OAG found that OPLE 
and HR have not been able to expand the Principal Pool to a Principal Pipeline based on the 
Wallace Study. See Appendix F: The Wallace Foundation Study Results 
 
  

https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
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Human Resources (HR) 
 
The mission of FCPS Department of Human Resources (HR) is to build, retain and serve a 
world-class workforce committed to educational excellence. A highly effective workforce is 
crucial for the Division’s success. Having a strong human capital strategy ensures that there 
are supportive, high functioning systems in place to attract, recruit, mentor, develop, 
recognize and retain high performing individuals. The services provided by HR include: 
 

• Recruiting and retaining a highly effective and diverse workforce. 
• Providing all employees with competitive and comprehensive benefits and 

compensation. 
• Providing a supportive and positive work environment. 
• Ensuring a discrimination-free workplace. 
• Supervising the performance evaluation programs. 
• Recognizing and honoring the contributions of successful employees. 
• Supporting employee wellness and recognizing the importance of work-life balance. 
• Providing premiere customer service in all aspects of their work. 
• Helping program managers in developing systematic programs for career 

development and training of employees for the purpose of improving their 
performance and qualifying them, when applicable, for consideration when vacancies 
occur in order to enhance opportunities for promotion. 

 
HR is also responsible for managing the Principal Pool, which is it utilized to fill principal 
vacancies, help increase and diversify FCPS’ candidate pool, and to ensure greater 
transparency around how FCPS selects its school leaders. The Principal Pool, under hiring 
and development, is one of the attributes under the principal pipeline model, introduced by 
Wallace Foundation.   
 
Scope and Objectives 
 
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards (GAGAS), with the exception of peer review.  Those standards require 
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a 
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  We believe 
that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings, observations and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives.   
 
The objectives of the audit were to perform the following: 
 

• To determine whether FCPS has developed and executed a succession plan and 
leadership development strategy (including considerations of onboarding4, on-going 
development and knowledge management) for coordinators and above and school-
based administrators. 

• To determine whether FCPS has analyzed coordinators and above, and school-
based administrators' profile and statistics, such as leadership skill gaps. 

• To research and benchmark industry leading practices for succession planning and 
leadership development and compare concepts with FCPS' current practice. 

 

 
4 OAG considered the FY22 OAG Hiring and Onboarding Audit report, management’s response to 
finding #6- Effective Onboarding Practices and Professional Development, related to leadership 
development. 
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The scope of this audit includes an evaluation of FCPS succession plans and leadership 
development strategies for FY22 (July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022) and FY23 (July 2022 and 
August 2022). 
 
As required by GAGAS, OAG assessed whether internal control was significant to the audit 
objectives. OAG’s assessment included the use of the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway Commission internal control framework. The framework 
includes five components: Control Environment; Risk Assessment; Control Activities; 
Information and Communication; and Monitoring; along with 17 related principles. OAG 
determined that all five components of internal control and the 17 related principles were 
significant to the audit objectives 
 
Methodology 
 

To satisfy our audit objectives, OAG performed the following: 
 
• Reviewed applicable laws, rules, FCPS policies, regulations, and procedures. 
• Researched industry leading practices for succession planning, including discussion 

with industry experts. 
• Interviewed key personnel from OPLE, HR, and FCPS Leadership Team members 

including the Chief Equity Officer, Chief Operating Officer, Assistant Superintendent 
of Department of Human Resources, Deputy Superintendent, Region Assistant 
Superintendents, and Executive Principals to obtain an understanding of the current 
succession planning and leadership development practices implemented division-
wide for coordinators and above and school-based administrators. 

• Surveyed departments and offices on a sample basis to obtain feedback on 
succession planning and leadership development within their site. 

• Benchmarked school districts comparable in sizes, neighboring schools, and/or 
neighboring audit organizations to understand succession planning practices within 
their organization. 

• Obtained data from HR to perform relevant analysis.  

OAG is free from organizational impairments to independence in our reporting as defined by 
government auditing standards.  OAG reports directly to the Fairfax County School Board 
through the Audit Committee.  We report the results of our audits to the Audit Committee and 
the reports are made available to the public via the FCPS website. 
 
Sampling Plan  

 
A. Operational  

 
OAG interviewed five department leaders to determine whether succession planning 
activities are conducted in their departments/offices for coordinators and above. Of the 
five employees contacted, we received three responses. 

 
OAG also selected a sample of coordinator and above positions, including managers, 
directors, and executive directors, to obtain feedback on operational leadership 
development program and opportunities offered by FCPS. The sample selection was 
stratified by office and one coordinator and above position was judgmentally selected 
from each office resulting in the sample selection of 53 out of 309 coordinator and above 
positions. Of the 53 employees contacted, we received 37 responses. 

 
B. Instructional  
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OAG surveyed a sample of school-based administrators including Principals, Assistant 
Principals, Director of Student Activities, and Director of Student Services to obtain 
feedback on the instructional leadership development program and opportunities offered 
by FCPS. Samples were judgmentally selected as follows: 

 
• 23 out of 232 principals were surveyed on the succession planning and 

leadership development process. Of the 23 employees contacted, we 
received 10 responses.  

• 61 (including 44 Assistant Principals, 12 Director of Student Activities and 
five Director of Student Services) out of 534 school-based administrators 
were surveyed on leadership development process. Of the 61 employees 
contacted, we received 18 responses.  

 
For details of the survey administration, see Appendix E: Survey Results. 

 
Research and Benchmarking 
 
A. Research  

 
OAG reviewed leading practices developed by HR organizations including SHRM, GFOA, 
OPM and the Wallace Foundation to compare their recommended approach with FCPS' 
current practices. 

 
B. Benchmarking 

 
The audit team surveyed 15 school districts comparable in sizes, neighboring schools, 
and/or neighboring audit organizations to determine if succession planning and leadership 
development practices have been implemented in their organizations.  

 
Four of the 15 organizations responded and indicated that the organizations currently do not 
have policies and/or regulations related to succession planning or have implemented a 
succession plan. Three out of the four organizations indicated they are engaged in the 
following initiatives: 
 

• Leadership and succession strategies will be included in the organization’s strategy 
plan to be completed by 2025.  

• The organization employs a Principal Pipeline and a process to recruit and create a 
pool of candidates to replace any administrators who leave or retire. 

• Various ad hoc procedures have been utilized when personnel are needed to operate 
in an acting status. 
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Audit Findings, Recommendations, and Management’s 
Responses  
 
The finding(s) within this report has been attributed a risk rating in accordance with 
established risk criteria as defined in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 – Risk Criteria 
 

Type Description 
High One or more of the following exists: 

• Controls are not in place or are inadequate. 
• Compliance with legislation and regulations or 

contractual obligations is inadequate. 
• Important issues are identified that could negatively 

impact the achievement of FCPS program/operational 
objectives. 

Moderate One or more of the following exists: 
• Controls are in place but are not sufficiently complied 

with. 
• Compliance with subject government regulations or 

FCPS policies and established procedures is 
inadequate, or FCPS policies and established 
procedures are inadequate. 

• Issues are identified that could negatively impact the 
efficiency and effectiveness of FCPS operations. 

Low One or more of the following exists: 
• Controls are in place but the level of compliance varies. 
• Compliance with government regulations or FCPS 

policies and established procedures varies. 
• Issues identified are less significant but opportunities 

exist that could enhance FCPS operations. 
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Finding 1- Existence of Division-wide Succession Planning Framework 

  
Risk Rating: Moderate - Issues are identified that could negatively impact the efficiency 
and effectiveness of FCPS operations. 

  
Condition: 
 

1. FCPS lacks a formal, robust succession plan as well as other related policies 
and regulations to align with industry leading practices (Objective 1). In addition, 
FCPS has not provided the necessary guidance to school and department 
leaders to ensure the continuance of operations upon the eventual (anticipated 
or unanticipated) turnover of coordinators, school-based administrators and 
above or in key or critical positions. Given that FCPS lacks a succession 
planning framework or model, which would require creating profile for each 
critical position and identifying the skills needed to fill it, OAG was not able to 
determine whether FCPS has implemented a formal process to analyze profile 
and statistics, such as leadership skill gaps for coordinators, school-based 
administrators and above (Objective 2). 

 
2. While a formal succession plan has not been implemented division-wide, OAG 

identified some succession planning practices that have been implemented 
division-wide for instructional and operational positions. OAG noted the following 
related to the Principal Pool and the Leadership Development Program. 

 
a. Principal Pool 
 
The Principal Pool, including hiring and development, is one of the attributes 
of the Principal Pipeline model, introduced by Wallace Foundation. The 
Principal Pool, managed by HR, is utilized to fill principal vacancies. It helps 
to increase and diversify FCPS' candidate pool and ensures greater 
transparency around how FCPS selects its school leaders.  

 
As indicated in the FY21 Hiring and Onboarding Practices Audit, OAG found 
that OPLE and HR have not been able to expand the Principal Pool to a 
Principal Pipeline based on the Wallace Study5. See Appendix F: The 
Wallace Foundation Study Results. OAG recommended that HR and 
OPLE are provided with the necessary support to fully implement the 
Principal Pipeline Initiative. Corrective actions related to this 
recommendation are currently in process but have not been fully 
implemented.  

 
During this audit, OAG noted that the current evolving Principal Pipeline 
process at FCPS may help to plan for the succession of principals but is still 
incomplete and may present other challenges including limiting talent 
available for hiring, increasing the possibility of losing current assistant 
principal talent when rejected, and posing restrictions for external talent. 

 
b. Leadership Development Program – Operational and Instructional 

Employees 
 

5 The Principal Pipeline Initiative developed by the Wallace Foundation which invested efforts in six districts 
across the United States to develop principal pipelines through engagement in activities related to the 
preparation, hiring, development, evaluation and support of school leaders. Principal Pool is an activity under 
hiring and development. 
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The Leadership Development Program managed by the Office of 
Professional Learning and Equity (OPLE) provides a leadership development 
program division-wide for operational and instructional employees. See 
Appendix D: FCPS Leadership Development Program. The leadership 
development offered to operational employees includes Middle Manager’s 
RoundTable, Supporting Success, Supporting the Mission and Leadership 
Kick-Off. However, the operational leadership development is not as robust 
as instructional.  

 
As reported in the FY21 Hiring and Onboarding Practices Audit, the 
effectiveness of onboarding practices and professional development is 
inconsistent. OAG found that there are mechanisms to provide a complete 
onboarding and orientation for most school based and instructional 
employees. However, these activities do not exist in the same capacity for 
non-school based operational employees. In addition, onboarding practices 
related to job specific professional development at the school and worksite 
level is not consistent. There is a lack of guidance and onboarding practices 
for the development of supervisor or manager positions that require 
employee evaluation and hiring skills. 

 
OPLE is currently implementing an Operational Leadership Hybrid Learning 
Program effective December 2022 to support leadership development for 
operational employees. See Appendix G: FCPS Operational Leadership 
Hybrid Learning Program.  

 
3. During the audit, OAG also interviewed members of the Leadership Team to 

determine the succession planning practices implemented at the school and 
department level. OAG noted that in the absence of division-wide guidance, 
Leadership Team members have independently developed and implemented 
their own succession planning practices for both operational and instructional 
personnel. Several members of leadership reported implementing steps to help 
with planning for vacancies in key positions such as providing mentorship, job 
shadowing, cross and formal trainings programs. However, these activities are 
not formalized and consistently practiced across and within departments. 
 

Criteria: 
 

1. According to Society of Human Resource Management (SHRM) industry leading 
practices, a succession planning framework should include the following: 
 

• Identify critical/key positions. 
• Develop eligibility requirements (create profile of the critical/key 

positions). 
• Identify and develop a talent pipeline. 
• Monitor and evaluate the succession plan. 

 
2. According to SHRM; creating the profile (which includes experience, skills, and 

competencies) for each critical/key position can be used to identify high potential 
employees and the areas they need to improve to fill the critical positions. The 
profile serves as a goal and checklist on which you can focus your employees 
training and development programs. 
 

https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
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3. FCPS Policy 4101, Responsibilities of the Department of Human Resources, 
notes the responsibility of (HR) is to “Help program managers in developing 
systematic programs for career development and training of employees for the 
purpose of improving their performance and qualifying them, if practicable, for 
consideration when vacancies occur in order to enhance opportunities for 
promotion”.  
 

Cause: 
 

1. FCPS has not explicitly mandated or developed a succession plan that includes 
a well-rounded strategy to cover both anticipated and unanticipated staff 
departures in order to ensure a seamless replacement of critical positions to 
mitigate disruptions or delays to operations. It appears that the initiative to 
implement succession planning has been foreshadowed with competing 
priorities. In 2020, OPLE was focused on the implementation of the Wallace 
study, however the plans were halted due to COVID. The partnership between 
OPLE and Wallace Foundation continues and as a result they developed an 
Aspiring Principals Academy to be implemented in January 2023. The new 
Aspiring Principal Academy is a half year cohort that will equip principals with the 
knowledge and skills necessary to lead with confidence and build network as 
they prepare for principalship. 
 

2. FCPS has not created a profile for key positions to recognize gaps. 
 

3. The recommendation OAG provided in the FY21 Hiring and Onboarding 
Practices audit to expand the Principal Pool to a Principal Pipeline has not been 
fully implemented as resources are needed for HR and OPLE to develop a 
leadership tracking system and implement an Assistant Principal Pool.  
 

4. FCPS previously provided programs such as Lead Fairfax for instructional 
employees, however this program ended once the Wallace grant ended. 
 

5. Lack of staff in OPLE to focus on operational leadership development (During 
FY 22; 0.5 full time employees for operational vs 2.5 full time employees for 
instructional). 
 

6. Lack of authority of the OPLE to coordinate across all relevant FCPS 
regions/departments leadership development. 

 
Effect: 
 
The absence of a division-wide succession plan increases the risk of the following:  

• Loss of knowledge and expertise 
• Lack of a robust data monitoring system to provide reliable information to assist 

in the succession planning and leadership development cycle 
• Loss of internal talents 
• Wrong candidate selection 
• Underdevelopment of successors 
• Lack of career ladders and career paths for principal positions 
• Limits on data accessibility and availability related to workforce data 
• Lack of ability to recruit diverse employees 

  
Recommendation:  
 

https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
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1. FCPS Leadership, HR, and OPLE should utilize industry leading practices to 
develop, implement and monitor division-wide succession planning and to 
enhance the current leadership development framework and communicate it to 
leadership. The framework, at a minimum, should include developing and 
analyzing leadership profiles and statistics, such as leadership skill gaps and 
knowledge management. 
 
We recommend FCPS management consider the following perspectives: 
 

• Customize the leadership development program to align with the 
implementation of a division-wide succession plan. 

• Expand the operational leadership development program division-wide 
and implement necessary actions for operational onboarding as noted in 
the FY21 Hiring and Onboarding Audit. 

• Implement a leadership tracking system to support succession planning 
and leadership development lifecycle.  

 
2. FCPS Leadership, HR, and OPLE should continue to evaluate all domains of the 

principal pipeline model going forward, including assessing the effectiveness of 
the current principal pool, as it is one of the risks highlighted in the FY21 Hiring 
and Onboarding Audit. 

 
 Management Responses (Actions and Due Date): 

 
FCPS Leadership, HR, and OPLE concur with the finding and the two recommendations 
made by the Office of the Auditor General. 
 
Response to Recommendation 1: 
 
Finding  Response  Due Date 

FCPS lacks a formal, robust 
succession plan as well as 
other related policies and 
regulations to align with 
industry leading practices.  

● HR and OPLE will form a joint 
working group to form a 
succession plan and explore the 
development of policies and 
regulations to align with industry 
leading practices.    

July 2023 

FCPS has not provided the 
necessary guidance to 
school and department 
leaders to ensure the 
continuance of operations 
upon the eventual turnover 
of coordinators, school-
based administrators and 
above or in key or critical 
positions.  

● Expand School Based Leaders 
PD opportunities for Aspiring 
Principals  

June 2023 
 

● Develop guidelines for 
departments and schools on 
establishing handbooks that 
include the documentation and 
communication of knowledge 
management to be shared with 
both new and promoted staff as 
part of onboarding.    

November 
2023 

● Expand Pathways to Leadership 
communication and opportunities  

November 
2023 

https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
https://go.boarddocs.com/vsba/fairfax/Board.nsf/files/C38PHP602998/$file/4.1%20FY21%20Hiring%20and%20Onboarding%20Practices%20Audit%20Report.pdf
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● Develop a plan for expansion of 
Professional Development (PD) 
for Schedule A employees. 
Funding is needed for 
implementation 

September 
2023 

● Seek funding for developing a 
mentoring and coaching initiative 
for leaders in critical positions that 
align to national standards and 
practices. 

September 
2023 

● Expand affinity group networks to 
attract and retain a more diverse 
leadership workforce  

June 2023 

The Leadership 
Development Program 
managed by the Office of 
Professional Learning and 
Equity (OPLE) provides a 
leadership development 
program division-wide for 
operational and instructional 
employees; however, the 
operational leadership 
development is not as 
robust as instructional. 

 

● Develop a framework of 
Leadership Competencies based 
on industry standards 

March 
2023 

● Create a plan for ensuring all 
Central office administrators 
receive consistent PD to develop 
Leadership Competencies  

August 
2023 

● Increase opportunities for 
Mentorship within and across 
Central Office Departments  

July 2024 

● Seek alternate funding for 2 
Operational Specialist positions to 
develop and implement a 
sustained approach to PD for 
operational leaders across the 
division. (These positions were 
carry-forward funded by OPLE, 
another funding source will need 
to be identified for FY24 and 
beyond) 

July 2023 

 
Response to Recommendation 2:  
 

 Management agrees with the recommendations of the OAG to further evaluate the 
effectiveness of the principal pool and to evaluate all domains of the principal pipeline 
model. An evaluation of the principal pool has been ongoing in response to a Board 
Forum topic on principal hiring. A work team, led by the Deputy Superintendent, 
Regions, and HR has been finalizing recommendations related to the use of the 
principal pool given the changing hiring landscape. Future work will include an 
assessment of the principal pipeline model in conjunction with OPLE with 
recommendations to the Superintendent to ensure the division is best positioned to 
recruit, hire, and retain world class principals. 
 
Due Date: August 2023 
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Appendix A: SHRM Succession Management Process 
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Appendix B: GFOA Succession Planning Steps  
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Appendix C: OPM Strategic Leadership Succession Management Model 
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Appendix D: FCPS Leadership Development Programs 
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Appendix E: Survey Results  
 
Departments under the Chief Operations Officer 
 
A total of five department leaders were survey on the succession planning and leadership 
development process. Of the five employees contacted, we received three responses. Below 
is a summary of the questions asked and the feedback received.  
 
1. Do you have a process to plan for succession and identify critical positions within your 
department?   
 
-Yes. We are a small office, not a department so the process is not extensive but it 
involves understanding the critical functions that need to be carried out and how to meet 
those needs. Regular discussions among management about risks to completing core 
functions given long-term leave, vacancies, etc. 
-There is no formal process that I have discovered yet. However, I know by observation at 
a macro level what positions are critical. More needs to be done, but I'm focusing on the 
strategic organization at this point. 
-Yes 
 
 
 
2. What leadership development programs are offered for skillsets unique to your office 
coordinators and supervisors? 
 
-On going mentoring and/or specific training from current position holder to successor, 
when possible; annual PD goals that have individualized leadership development 
contained within them, which has historically included leadership courses either within 
FCPS or external to it, 360 evaluations, and leadership opportunities; office PD focused 
on leadership or management usually via book study; FCPS will be starting operational 
leadership PD this year that should provide further support. 
-The COO in collaboration with OPLE is getting ready to launch the pilot of a Hybrid 
Operational Leadership Development learning program in December. This is very exciting 
development for our operational leaders. 
-The PD office is launching a leadership development course for operational leaders. 
 
3. How is Leadership skill gaps being analyzed? 
 
-Individualized to the person in relation to FCPS performance expectations and also 
CCL's 4 core skills (self-awareness, communication, learning agility, influence). 
-The new training program for operational leaders will be competency based ensuring the 
entire organization hears the same message going forward. Hopefully starting from the 
same point will fill/eliminate gaps in skills and knowledge. 
-Part of new PD for operational leaders 
 
 
4.  What tool are in place to facilitate the knowledge transfer of key positions tasks as 
employees retire or move on? 
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-Documentation of processes/procedures/practices (not tied to retirement or moving on 
but as a general knowledge management approach); cross training staff; specific trainings 
when onboarding new staff. 
-I have not devoted attention to this topic yet but know it's important as I will not be here 
long term. In the past I have used Turnover Books, which can now be electronic, I guess. 
As more is online, we need to be able to reach back after someone leaves to be able to 
retrieve essential files or records. Not sure how that works here? 
-All Directors are cross-training staff to ensure that more than one person can perform 
tasks. 
 
Coordinators and above 

 
A total of 53 coordinators and above positions were surveyed on the leadership development 
process. Of the 53 employees contacted, we received 37 responses. Below is a summary of 
the questions asked and the feedback received.  
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Principals 
 
A total of 23 Principals were survey on the succession planning and leadership development 
process. Of the 23 employees contacted, we received 10 responses. Below is a summary of 
the questions asked and the feedback received.  
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School-Based Administrators 

A total of 61 school-based administrators (including 44 Assistant Principals, 12 Director of 
Student Activities (DSA), and five Director of Student Services (DSS)) were survey on 
leadership development process. Of the 61 employees contacted, we received 18 
responses. Below is a summary of the questions asked and the feedback received.  
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Appendix F: The Wallace Foundation Study Results 

In 2019, a project founded by The Wallace Foundation explored whether six schools 
(Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, North Carolina, Denver Public Schools, Colorado, Gwinnett 
County Public Schools, Georgia, Hillsborough County Public Schools, Florida, New York City 
Department of Education, New York and Prince George’s County Public Schools, Maryland) 
could improve leadership through systematic improvements to a core set of activities related 
to the preparation, hiring, development, evaluation and support of school leaders.  

The Wallace Foundation concluded that principal pipelines could serve as a strategic lever 
for districts to promote school improvement. The foundation suggested that a 
comprehensive principal pipeline would be more effective than business-as usual 
approaches to the preparation and management of school leaders, and it launched the PPI 
in the summer of 2011 to test that hypothesis in the six schools. 
 
Principal pipelines comprise four key components: (1) leader standards that guide all 
pipeline activities, (2) preservice preparation opportunities for assistant principals (APs) and 
principals (including not only the preservice training itself but also recruitment and selection 
into these opportunities), (3) selective hiring and placement, and (4) on-the-job induction, 
evaluation, and support. 
 
For the full results refer to the Wallace Foundation study.  
 
  

https://www.wallacefoundation.org/knowledge-center/Documents/Principal-Pipelines-A-Feasible-Affordable-and-Effective-Way-for-Districts-to-Improve-Schools.pdf
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Appendix G: FCPS Operational Leadership Hybrid Learning Program 
 

FCPS Operational Leadership Hybrid Learning Program 
Office of Professional Growth & Career Development within the Office of Professional Learning and Equity  

 
To ensure high-quality leadership training across FCPS operational offices, the Leadership 
Development team of the Professional Growth and Career Development (PGCD) office is 
generating a new professional development program for operational leaders. This program 
will utilize asynchronous leadership training provided through Skillsoft, paired with 
synchronous sessions to support learning and application.  
 

Competency-based Framework 
 

The new Operational Leadership Hybrid Learning 
program is built on a competency-based framework 
(right) and draws on industry best practices and 
scholarly research. The framework aligns 
professional development that supports the growth 
and development of operational employees 
throughout their careers and across levels of 
leadership, from individual contributors to 
executive-level leaders. 
 
The seven competencies were selected based on 
themes within the Operational Theory of Action and 
Excellence Framework  and a variety of academic 
and industry research. 
 
 

 
Targeted Professional 

Development 
 

Operational managers, coordinators, 
and directors will receive targeted 
training suited to their positions within 
FCPS and the top competencies that 
correlate with peak performance (left). 
Each of these learning paths will 
include an introductory course, a 
competency journey, and a capstone 
course. 
 

PGCD will assist operational leaders in 
accessing asynchronous content and 
planning a timeline for completion 

that allows room for reflection and encourages conversations with other leaders.  
 
 
 

Program Goals  
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LOdhVqiQR0tP-9OzTbb223le0eoUR4Hy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LOdhVqiQR0tP-9OzTbb223le0eoUR4Hy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LOdhVqiQR0tP-9OzTbb223le0eoUR4Hy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LOdhVqiQR0tP-9OzTbb223le0eoUR4Hy/view?usp=sharing
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1. Reengagement with the Organization - the beginning of learning and an 
introduction to training opportunities  
 

2. Anytime Learning - asynchronous opportunities that may be scheduled and accessed 
during the workday or outside of work hours  
 

3. Competency Development - targeted and tiered skills for leadership expectations 
4. Foundational Skill building - a common beginning for new leaders; a starting point 

to build capacity 
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